"Announcing... A Revolutionary Breakthrough In The Treatment of Pain"

The Unique Pain Relief Kit is
Designed for YOU to Eliminate Pain
the Safe and Natural Way... Fast!
Dear Pain Sufferer,
At Last! You can now look forward to a virtual pain-free life...
If living with pain has become an unwelcome part of your every day life, you'll be
relieved to learn that all that is about to change. Now, for the first time in medical
history, a new and proven pain relief device is available to you as part of a
unique remedial package.
If you suffer from Migraine, Back Pain, Arthritis, Rheumatism
or any other kind of Muscle or Joint Pain, take a deep breath...
and smile, because help is now at hand. Nothing else can
compare to the Pain Relief Kit for almost instant results.
Discover for yourself the safe & highly effective Pain Relief
Kit for a better pain free life. In this Life changing kit you will
get the following...
In clinical trials, the Pain Gone pen has proved without doubt Manage and target
your pain
to be one of the most effective pain relief devices ever
invented... and one of the fastest!
90% of chronic pain sufferers reported an almost instant effect on relieving pain.
And in most cases pain can be dramatically reduced or completely eliminated in
just 60 seconds.
The Pain Gone pen is part of the Pain Relief Kit and is effective for all kinds of
chronic ailments such as...

Back Pain
Arthritis
Migraine
Osteoporosis
Fibromyalgia
Sciatica
Lumbago
Neuralgia
Post Operative Pain

Nausea
Headache
Aching Muscles
Menstrual Pain
Shingles
Phantom Limb Pain
Sports injuries
Tennis Elbow
Whiplash

The Pain Gone pen has been successfully tried and tested by the NHS and Pain
Clinics around the UK, and meets the stringent requirements of the European
Medical Devices Directive.

How Does It Work?
It looks like a broad ballpoint pen and is convenient to carry around in a pocket or
handbag. To use it you simply press the pointed end against the painful area of
the body, click the red push button up to 30 or 40 times, and in most cases within
30 to 60 seconds the pain will dramatically diminish or disappear completely. It
will even work through light clothing.
When clicking the push button, the pen delivers a
controlled electronic frequency straight to the
area of pain.
This electronic impulse encourages your body to
produce its own natural pain reliever known as
endorphins (natural morphine molecules), which
help to numb the pain by reducing the onward
transmission of pain sensations to the brain.
The Pain Gone pen uses self-contained, natural
crystal elements to provide the high voltage
electronic pulse.

You deserve a pain-free life

It is perfectly safe to use and has no harmful side effects. It requires no
batteries or leads and has no attachments whatsoever, making it convenient to
use anytime and any place.
The Pain Gone pen is the safer, natural alternative to pain-killers and injections,
ointments and lotions, heat wraps and sprays.

What people are saying about the Pain Gone pen...

* For your peace of mind, the Pain Gone pen comes with a
full 2 year manufacturer's warranty, so if it develops a fault
within 2 years from the date of purchase, simply return it for
a prompt replacement.

The Pain Gone pen is just one part of the amazing Pain Relief Kit, there's
more...

Your Natural Remedy For Aches And Pains
For swelling, sprains, tired and aching muscles, sports injuries,
back aches and bruising, you need something that's cooling and
soothing. You need a Kool Patch.
Kool patches are completely natural and contain the active
ingredient l-Menthol, which is widely used and highly
recommended as an effective, cooling treatment for muscular
and joint pains. They are particularly helpful in relieving tired
and aching muscles, backache, rheumatic and arthritic pains.
Kool patches can also be used as a convenient method of cooling the damaged
tissue area following a trauma, injury or swelling. They act as an effective ‘ice’
treatment and can reduce the effects of short-term pain and
swelling usually within 24hours.
The gel within the patch contains 0.5g of l-Menthol, which
provides the cooling and soothing effect and also gives off a
pleasant aroma as well. They are slim, flexible and can easily
be cut to size. Just place against the skin, over the affected area
for almost immediate soothing relief.
Kool patches come in a handy pack of 6 and are part of the Pain Relief Kit.
The Pain Relief Kit is the first natural pain remedy package of its kind, and
proves that pain can be treated effectively without resorting to pain-killers, drugs,
injections and other chemical elements.

Psychological Stress And Tension Could Be The Cause Of Your
Pain
Some people say that pain is all in the mind, and to a degree that's true. Mental
stress and tension can block the free flow of blood and the supply of vital energy,
which can result in poor health and increased pain and tension. Relieving that
stress and tension can help relieve pain. Most doctors have recognised that your
state of mind has a direct effect on your health.

Stress can also lead to anxiety, which focuses the mind on
negative thoughts and is brought about by some change in
your lifestyle or other circumstances beyond your control.
The results of stress can manifest itself as depression or
as physical pain, and needs to be treated accordingly.
Improve Your
Mental Wellbeing

Included in the Pain Relief Kit is a mental relaxation pain
remedy to help those who may be affected by stress.

The Mental Relaxation Pain Relief audio CD is a professional recording for
you by Randy Charach, a world renowned coach in psychological
wellbeing. He charges his clients £hundreds for a session ....not you .
Have a session in the comfort of your own home for a fraction of the price!
Everyone needs a pick-me-up like this sometime in their life.
The Pain Relief Kit is the complete physical and mental pain remedy consisting
of...
The Pain Gone
Pen
The 6 Kool Patch
Pack
The Mental Relaxation for Pain Relief Audio
Recording
Now you can banish physical and mental pain forever. Just order your Pain
Relief Kit today...

30 Day, No Quibble, Risk Free, 100% Money Back
Guarantee!

If you are not entirely satisfied with any component of the Pain Relief Kit simply
return the whole package to us within 30 days of purchase for an immediate, no
questions asked refund.

Special Introductory, Time Limited Offer
The recommended retail price for the pain relief kit will be £74.97, but for a very
limited time only you can buy it at the introductory price of just £57.97 if you order
within the next 3 days.

Plus!!!
Order NOW and for a limited time only you will also receive 2 valuable
bonuses worth £30 for Free!

The Natural Back Pain Relief Guide
On average, 80 percent of the population will experience some sort of back pain
at one time or another in their life.

Prior knowledge about the causes and the treatments
for back pain can give you a big advantage.
This handy guide can give you all the information
needed to help you live with a pain free back. It covers
everything you need to know to make your life easier
You do not need to live in
from diagnosis to cure!
pain
This guide contains information about everything you need to know about back
pain including...
Facts vs. Myths About Back Pain
Types & Terms of Back Pain
Methods of Back Pain Diagnosis
Natural Supplement Treatments
Physical Treatments
Further Resources Guide
Exercises for Back Relief
Coping with Chronic Pain
Preventive and Healing Strategies & Tips
More Helpful Healing Strategies & Pain Relief Tips

Plus!!!

The Guide to Super Foods in Your Kitchen

You must have heard it said... "You are what your eat".
With this bumper guide you will quickly find out which foods
in your Kitchen are of real health benefit to you. Health
Experts now class some as “Superfoods”. These are not
specialist foods but general foods sitting in your local
supermarket.
Superfood Secrets
Revealed!

Revealed the real “Superfoods” in your Kitchen and more
importantly how they can help you fight illness, aging and
make you live longer!

Chapters include valuable and interesting information about...
Vegetables
Grains
Beans and Legumes
Fruits
Nuts & Seeds
Soy Foods
Dairy Products
Meat, Poultry & Eggs
Fish & Seafood
Herbs, Spices & Condiments
Oils & Fats
Beverages
Chocolate
Sweeteners
Water
Together these guides are valued at over £30 and they can be yours free
when you order your Pain Relief Kit today.

* Please note. These bonuses are only available as free gifts during
this introductory offer period.
~*~*~*~ Order Now! ~*~*~*~

To ensure you get the Pain Relief Kit at the introductory price of
just £57.97 plus 2 free gifts worth over £30... order today

Prefer to order by mail and pay by cheque or Postal Order?
Prefer to fax your order direct?
Click here to download a Priority Order Form

Telephone Order Hotline: 01280 707422

Fax Order Hotline: 01280 705756
"We're
waiting for
your call"

P.S. Reserve your kit today. With our 30 day money back guarantee you cannot
lose. Have your chance to test it with absolutely no risk.
P.P.S. Act today to get the limited time introductory price and free gifts worth
£30.
________________________________________________________________________

Business name, address, phone & fax etc

